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1 Prerequisites
In order to be able to install Rwizard, you will need to have the following software already
installed.
Hardware & Operating System




Microsoft Windows Xp, Vista, 7/8 (32Bits / 64Bits recommended)
At least 4GB RAM
Graphic card with a minimum of 256Mb VRAM

Software




R Environment for statistical computation (recommended 3.0.1 or higher)
.NET Framework 4.0
Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 redistributable package

2 Installation and execution
2.1 Installing Rwizard, step by step
Once the installer for Rwizard has been downloaded, you must execute it and follow the
instructions.

The installer will check whether the “.NET Framework 4.0” and the “R Environment for
Statistical Computation” are installed. In case of any of them missing, it will cancel the
installation.
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The installer will also check if RWizard is already installed, in a previous or current
version. In this case, you will not be able to change the target installation folder, since the
same one it was installed to must be used.
The next step will consist of selecting the target folder (provided no other installations
of RWizard were found).

Finally, the installer will copy all the needed files and proceed with all settings, and then
RWizard will be ready for its first execution.

2.2 First time execution
The first time that RWizard is executed, it will need to configure and install various R packages,
for which the supervision of the user is needed. Specifically, the software will ask for
permission about downloading and installing R packages which are central for RWizard.
Otherwise, its functionality will be severely limited.

IMPORTANT. You have to select an appropriate mirror considering the country from which you are
downloading the packages. AUSTRIA is, for example, a general good choice.
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A package listing will appear. In this list, all the needed packages for RWizard are
shown. Some of them can be already installed, while the others are pre-selected for
installation. Either the binary will be needed, either its manual. The latter is needed for one of
the RWizard's most advanced capabilities: the function editor. The recommended action is to
click “Install” with all packages selected.

IMPORTANT. The installation of all these packages requires a lot of time, which can be reduced depending
on the net connection quality and the power of the computer.

2.3 Preferences
Once the installation of packages is finished, you will need to correctly configure the settings of
RWizard, selecting the option preferences in the main menu (Figure 1).


Paths.- Settings for the paths giving access to the packages and the working directory.
 Working directory.- Default folder in which the created scripts will be saved, and also
from where output files of scripts will be loaded and save.
 Packages manuals base folder.- Default folder for the base packages installed by
RWizard.
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Figure 1 Preferences



R version.- Path to the folder in which the R Statistical Environment to be used by
RWizard is installed.
Appearance.- Allows to change the font size for the editor of scripts.
 Syntax highlighting (Beta).- The editor highlights reserved words in the script.





Evaluation options.- Sets how to compile and execute scripts in RWizard.
 Eager.- Sends the script to R without any parsing. Take into account that in R, the
Replies windows will show the result of the last line of the script, though not the
console errors.
 Parse.- Sends the script line by line to R. Again, note that in R, the Replies windows
will show the result of each line of the script, though not the console errors.
 RGui.- Sends each line to R as a single script, allowing to check in the replies window
of R a result for each line, as well as the console errors.



Manual extensions.- Allows to select which of the manual extensions to use: the default one,
or the manual provided by RWizard, which is more advanced.
 “default” contains the descriptions of arguments of the base manual, without
modifications.
 “RWizard” contains the improved descriptions and functionalities for some
arguments, besides the base descriptions for unmodified arguments.



Data.- Sets data loading and visualization in the “Data” work area.
IMPORTANT.- All RWizard applications work with CSV files only.
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Data limit.- Limit of rows and columns that are shown in the data panel of the “Data”
work panel, or in the data panel of the function editor (minimum 100 rows and
columns). The data panels will always use the given number of rows and columns for
any file, even if the true rows or columns number is higher than the selected one. The
file is always entirely loaded, anyway.
Decimal separator.- Numerical separator used for the CSV data file loading.
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Updates.- Allows to check the available updates for applications each time RWizard is
launched.
 Check for updates.- reports whether there are updates for RWizard and the installed
applications.
 Check for new applications.- reports whether there are new applications available for
RWizard.

2.4 Packages
RWizard requires various R packages installed in order to be able to work correctly. It is
important, once the preferences have been correctly set, to check out that the needed
packages “base” and “extension” have been installed. This can be done by means of the
Packages entry of the main menu, which will open the package management window (Figure
2). From here you will be able to install new packages, through CRAN or local files, as well as
other related functionalities: installation of manuals for new or already installed packages,
detection of missing packages needed for the current script, deactivation of loaded packages
for its updating, and finally verification of the correct installation of needed packages for the
right working of RWizard.

Figure 2. Packages menu

a)

Install package (.zip) from CRAN.- Makes it possible to install a package from the CRAN of R.
The first step is to select the country for the download of desired package, though it is possible
for this step to be automatically skipped in case the same selection has been already carried
out in the very same session. Next, a listing of the available R packages will be shown, in which
you can select one for installation.

Note. - This process does only install the package (.zip) in R, making it possible to use it from RWizard,
though does not install its corresponding manual. This means that the information in the manual will not
appear in the “Comand Search” option, “Search by functions” tab, “Extension packages” section or from the
Function Editor. You will have to follow the installation instructions detailed in the sections c) or d) below.

b) Install package from local .zip.- Allows to install an R package from a local file, making it
available from RWizard as well. Note that however, as explained in the previous point, the
manual will not be installed.
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c)

Install package manual from local .tar.gz.- This option will install an R package manual from a
local file, making its information available from the Function Editor, and from the “Comand

Figure 3 Work area for function searching in manuals of installed packages,
installed from .tar.gz files

Search” option, “Search by functions” tab, “Extension packages” section (as shown in Figure 3).
This manual will give you a more detailed view of functions and its arguments, as well as
related examples and explanations. You will have to previously download the .tar.gz file from
CRAN (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/available_packages_by_name.html).

d) Install all packages of the script.- Will install those missing packages in R for the current script
(Figure 4). The needed packages will be identified from the script itself, looking for
“library(package_name)” or "require(package_name)" sentences. Also note that the needed
manuals are also detected, as they appear grayed in the Functions work area.

Figure 4 Install all packages of the script

e) Detach package.- It allows to disable a given package so it is possible to install its update.
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f)

Install packages required by RWizard.- Carries out a verification of the required packages and
manuals for the correct working of Rwizard. In case any of them is missing, the package
managent window will be launched (Figure 5). Note that in some rare cases, packages with
names containing dots (such as “rpart.plot”) are not recognized as installed when they are.
Note.- You are recommended to run this check after the first installation of the application.

Figure 5 Install package required by RWizard
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RWizard environment

RWizard is a tool easing the access to R, and therefore opens for users a broad spectrum of
statistic techniques, with an ever growing offer.
We have developed a GUI that helps using the statistical and graphic programming
language of R, so access to functions will be friendly and easy, while retaining all of their
potential.
You will be able to create your own R scripts or import other previously created scripts.
You will be able to access functions called within the script, detect required packages or install
new packages (directly downloading them from the web).
RWizard comes with some applications developed sepcifically for this environment. These
developments will offer designed scripts, with their user manuals ready, for multiple fields in
the industry (please check the RWizard applications section).
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3.1 Work areas in the environment
Work areas can be divided in two categories (Figure 6)



Fixed work areas.- They are always visible (1-3-4)
Hidable work areas.- They can be shown or hide (2-5-6).

Figure 6 Work areas

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Script creation and management.
List of functions used in the current script.
Results of the commands executed by scripts.
Graphs generated by scripts.
Information related to the generated data type and external data loaded.
a. External Data.- Management of the data directly loaded in the script.
b. Data in Memory.- Shows information of the data generated in a script when it is
executed, of type dataframe, matrix o list.
6) Browse information related to functions, or search functions in R.

3.2 “Scripts” work area
This work area is used for executing and editing R scripts (Figure 7). After an execution, the
results will be shown in the output work areas, such as “R Replies”, “Graphics”, “Data” o
“Functions”, as described in the following sections.
R code can be directly written in the script editor, loaded from disk, or add a call to an
existing function comfortably: go to the “command search” work area, (section 3.7), “search by
functions” tab, and write the name of the function to use (you will need the manual of the
corresponding package installed, as explained in section 2.4Packages). When the function is
double-clicked, the function editor will open, allowing you to enter the needed values for the
arguments. By clicking on “Accept”, the function call will be added to the script.
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Figure 7 "Script" work area

You can work with more than one script at the same time, each one in its corresponding
tab, and use the data generated by one of the scripts in another one.
In order to execute a script, you can choose among a range of options: clicking on
“Execute script” with the cursor over a line of the script, will execute that line; clicking on the
button

“Select all”, and then on button

, the entire script will be executed.

As code is added to the current script, it is possible to go to the work area “functions”
(show it if hidden by clicking ), and a listing (in tree form) with all used functions will be
displayed and dynamically updated. By double-clicking it the corresponding function editor will
open (4.2Function Editor), allowing any change in them.

3.3 “Functions” work area
Nombre

Descripción

“Functions”

Hides/shows the work area

Imagen

Localización
Main tool bar

The “Functions” work area is visible by default (Figure 8). When
hidden, click on the
(Show/Hide Function tree) from the tool
bar in order to make it visible, or from the main menu in View >>
Function tree.
In order to view a listing of the functions that are used by
a script, just move the cursor over the “Functions” work area, and
it will be automatically updated for the current code (this action
must be repeated each time the code is changed).
From this work area, by double-clicking a given function,
its function editor will open (see section 4.2Function Editor),
allowing to modify its arguments.
Figure 8 "Functions" work area
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Functions in this list will be shown in blue or gray colour,
meaning respectively whether they have their manual already
RWizard v1.0

installed or not (in which case the function editor will not be available). The function editor
also gives access to help texts for the selected function.
In order to install the corresponding manual for those functions that do not have one,
select from the main menu “Packages”-“Install all packages of the script“(check section
2.4Packages, option d).
NOTE.- There are certain functions which appear in gray, meaning it will not be possible to access their
manual. This is due to non-standard manuals which RWizard is unable to interpret. Its manual could even be shown
as already installed.

3.4 “R Replies” work area
The “R Replies” work area (Figure 9) shows the result of execution for each line of the
current script, when executed.

Figure 9 "R Replies" work area

The clean button
allows to erase the contents of the “R Replies” work area entirely.
Errors in the output will be highlighted in red colour.

3.5 “Graphics” work area
This work area (Figure 10) shows those graphs
created by scripts after their execution (these
graphs are already shown in an extern R
Graphics window).
For each of these graphs, a tab named
“Plot” will be created, and using the toolbar of
this work area you can:

(Save plot) save the current graph
individually.

(Close current) close the current graph
individually.

Figure 10 "Graphics" work area
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(Close all) close all graphs.

The way to faithfully copy the graph in to
a Word document or similar, you must go to
RWizard v1.0

the external windows for the graph, (figura 11), and by right-click it, select the “copy as
metafile” option, and then go to the target application and select “paste”.
If the graph uses colors with some transparency, then they will not be shown with the
“copy as metafile” option, and you will have to use the “copy as bitmap” option instead.

Figure 11 External windows R Graphics

3.6 “Data” work area
Nombre
“Data”

Descripción
Hides/shows the work area

Imagen

Localización
Main tool bar

The “Data” work area is visible by default (Figure 12¡Error! No se encuentra el origen
de la referencia.). When hidden, click on the notepad
button (Show/Hide Data) from the
tool bar to make it visible, or select the “View”-“Data window” main menu.

Figure 12 "Data" work area
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This work area is divided in two sections:


In this section you can load external data and add them to the corresponding code in
the script editor.
IMPORTANT.- That external data already added to the script cannot be managed from within this work
area, since it simply recognizes the data of the last file loaded from within it.

Once the file has been loaded, it is also possible to directly modify the data in the table
cells.
NOTE.- These modifications will be effective when the script is executed, provided the file is saved under
the same name as it appears in the source code. Otherwise, the modifications will not be taken into account.

“External Data” menu options:


(Data properties)

Allows to predefine the parameters for the function
“read.csv2” o “read.csv” (depending on the working
language) before it is added to the script. For example:
data<-read.csv2(



"F:/ANCOVA.csv",
header = TRUE,
Fill = FALSE,
encoding = "latin1" )

(Load data)

Load CSV data. The numerical separator used for this data is set on the “Preferences”
window (check 2.3).
Each time a data file is loaded, it will be available for modification until another
file is opened.


(Save as)

Makes it possible to save the loaded data using another file name.
NOTE.- The source code of the script which uses the data with its original file
name is not modified.


(Clean data grid)

Erases data shown in this panel.


(Filter)

Opens the “DataFilter” window (Figure 13), making it possible to select which data to
be shown by building conditions. Once “Accept” is clicked, the function “subset” will
be added to the current script using the conditions as parameters. Also the result of
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the filter is reflected on the work area, showing only the data that fulfills the
conditions.

Figure 13 Data Filter window

For example:
data<-subset(data,(BIO1 == "Min. :-5.50"))

NOTE.- If you want to select more than one category for a given column, you must select “OR” to
combine conditions. Otherwise, for categories in different columns, you must choose “AND”.



(Delete/Edit filter)

By means of this button you can manage all
filters in the current script.
Eliminate the filter.
Modify the filter.


Bring to front

Shows in the “External Data” section the last loaded file.


This tool will only show those variables which are of the matrix, list or dataframe
types generated after the execution of the script. They will be available until they
explicitly erased.
NOTE.- These variables can be used in scripts while are not erased. In case of two variables with the
same name, only the last one is available.



(Refresh variables)

Shows variables loaded in memory, provided they are of the matrix, list or
dataframe types. For this button to be enabled, at least one script must be executed.
This button will be disabled when all variables in memory are erased.
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(Hide data)

Hides the variable in current tab.


(Hide all data)

Hides of variables in memory.


(Remove data)

Erases from memory the variable in current tab.


(Remove all data)

Erases all variables stored in memory.


(Basic information)

Shows basic information, in excel format, about the variable in current tab.


(Summary)

Shows more detailed information about the variable in current tab, in text format.

3.7 “Command Search” work area
Nombre

Descripción

“Command Search”

Hides/Shows work area

Imagen

Localización
Main tool bar

The “Command Search” work area allows to
search information related to the R functions
and packages, and easily browse those
functions, even before the installation of the
manuals for each package has been done
(check 2.4Packages).
In this work area the following tabs are
available:
a) Search by functions: You can look up a
function (Figure 14) by name by typing it in the
“Search” (1) text box in order to browse its
manual, provided it has been installed in the
RWizard environment (listed in “R core packages”
(2) or in “Extensión Packages” (3)).
Note.- R packages can be installed but missing the
corresponding manual needed by Rwizard, avoiding the
possibility to locate the target function. You have to
install the manual to enable this (check section
2.4Packages)

Once the target function is found, and
after double-clicking it, the function editor will
open, allowing to set the values for its
Figure 14 "Search by functions" window
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arguments, and add the resulting function call to the current script (after clicking
“Accept”).
In case the manual is not found, you can try clicking “Refresh packages” (4),
which will update the package list. This is useful when the installation of the manual fails.
b) Search by contents: performs a contents-based search (Figure 15). For example, searching the
name of a function will report all occurrences of that name, being the function itself, the
references to that function in the description of other functions... in the example the
ocurrences of “beanplot” are shown. Clicking the “Link” column a web browser will open the
listed URL.

Figure 15 "Search by contents” window

c)

Search by topics: performs a search in forums specifically configured by default in RWizard. You
can add more forums of your interest, as well as erase existing ones.

4 Advanced functionality
4.1 Extension manual
This will allow you to comfortably predefine the default argument types for functions, swifting
the management of data for those arguments.
RWizard is released with a default “Manual Extension”, which is called RWizard. This
manual extension is already activated in the configuration options which can be reached from
the “Preferences” option in the main menu. Argument types of common use have been
programmed in this extension, such as color arguments (offering a color palette instead of
leaving to the user the burden of writing a color code), font arguments (offering a font dialog),
file data selection, etc.
Any change done to a default argument type will always saved to the current manual
extensions, which is set in the “Preferences” option, unless the “_default” extension is set. This
is the most basic manual extension, which does not have definitions and does not allow
modifications.
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Figure 16 Manual Extensions menu

In order to create a new manual extension, you must go the main menu and select the
option “File”-“Manual Extensions” (Figure 16).





Create new manual extensión.- Creates a new manual extension from scratch, or from an
existing one.
Import manual extension.- Import a manual extension created by other users.
Export manual extensión.- Export any of the created manuals in order for other users to be
able to import them.
Delete manual extensión.- It permanently erases a created manual extension.

Once a new Manual extension has been created, you must set it as the current manual
extension in the “Preferences” option of the main menu (check section 2.3).
In order to add or modify a new argument type, you must open the function editor for a
function containing an argument which fits that argument type. This can either be done from a
script that uses that function (double-clicking it in the function list will open the function
editor), or either through the “command search”.
Once in the function editor (Figure 17), either using the RWizard's own manual
extension, either a customized one (1), you can check that some arguments (2) will have
assigned icons (3) corresponding with their types.
IMPORTANT.- Many of the default values will only contain data in case the corresponding data file has been
previously loaded. In oder to load a data file, you must use the area at the right hand of the function editor (5). If the
data does not appear, you will have to click on “open”, choose the data file, and then click “Accept”. Finally, you will
have to close and reopen the function editor to see the updated data. When data is loaded in the editor using this
procedure, a call to the corresponding data read is automatically added to the script.

In order to access to the default values for a parameter which has a parameter type
assigned, just click the corresponding icon (3) and a dialog will open, allowing you to choose
the correct value. Remember that, for those values depending on data previously loaded, that
data must already appear loaded in the data area (6).
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Figure 17 Predefine the default argument types for functions

From the central area, “Function documentation” we can see a summary of the function
call being edited, and access each one of the parameters used. Specifically, you can expand the
“Arguments” section, in oder to show all the arguments of the function. Various actions can be
performed (6) by right-clicking the argument (4). The result of these actions (detailed below)
will be stored in the current manual extension (unless the _default one is set, which does not
allow any modification).
The available options (remember that in order to have them reflected in the function
editor, you will have to click “Accept” and re-open it) are:


Edit description.- you can modify the description for the selected argument through this
option.



Assign.- allows to assign an argument type to the selected argument, which can be on of the
following:
 Set standard values.- It allows you to create a list of values that later can be
individually or collectively selected. Note that these values must be separated by a



semicolon (';'), for example as in “Men; Women”. (Associated icon
).
Set as data argument.- Marks the argument as receptacle for the data loaded. It does
not have an associated icon, but when the editor is re-opened the name of the
argument will be highlighted in blue.
Assign to single color selection dialog.- The argument is a color, which will be selected



from a color palette for individual selection (Associated icon
).
Assign to multi color selection dialog.- The argument is a set of colors, which will be





selected from a palette of multiple choice colors. (Associated icon
).
Assign to Font selection dialog.- The argument is a font. When selected, a font
selection dialog will allow to choose one from the presintalled fonts in the system
(Associated icon

).

IMPORTANT.- For the arguments to show the following assigned argument type selectors, you must click on
“Accept” with the data for headers and columns loaded in the right part of the editor, and then re-open it.
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Assign to single select data columns viewer.- Selects a variable from the loaded data (



Associated icon
).
Assign to multi select data columns viewer.- Allows multiple selection of variables



from the loaded data file. (Associated icon
).
Assign to single select data values viewer.- Selects a unique value from a variable of



the loaded data. (Associated icon
)
Assign to multi select data values viewer.- Allows to select multiple values from a

variable of the loaded data (Associated icon
).
Reset assignment.- Removes the assign of values to the argument (remember to click on
“Accept” for the changes to be carried out).
Move Up.- Move the argument upwards in the tree.
Move down.- Move the argument downwards in the tree.

Each manual extension can contain predefined assignments different for each argument.
The objective is to give you the freedom to select your own preselections or add new ones in
the “RWizard” manual extension.
There is also an icon representing a function , which is assigned to various parameters
and is related to the applications distributed with RWizard. This mark will not be generated by
any argument type, since is not available for the common user.

4.2 Function Editor
Another important functionality of RWizard is its ability to directly access functions in a script
and modify the value of its arguments (Figure 18). You can reach this editor from the
“Functions” work area, or from the “Command Search” one, though in the first case a function
call will be modified, and in the latter a new one will be created.

Figure 18 Function Editor

In this editor there are three separated areas:
a)

Arguments of the function to edit. For each argument you can modify its value, directly writing
in the designated text box, or by means of the icons that can be generated by the manual
extensions (check section 4.1Extension manual).
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b) Tree view for the function. It specifies descriptions, examples and characteristics. In case of
arguments, you will be able to access to the default values which will appear in the a) area
(check section 4.1Extension manual). The manual will only appear if installed in RWizard.
Functions with installed manuals appear highlighted in blue (in other case, they will appear in
gray). Check section 2.4Packages in order to know how to install a manual.
c)

Table of loaded data. Shows the loaded data file that will be used for those arguments assigned
to one of the default argument types of the manual extension (check section 4.1Extension
manual)

4.3 RWizard Applications
This main menu option will be enabled as soon as any of the applications developed for the
RWizard environment is installed. They can be downloaded from the web page
www.ipez.es/RWizard/Download.html. Once one of this applications is installed, a new menu
will appear under Rwizard applications (Figure 19), showing its functionalities.

Figure 19 StatR Application menu
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